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Trouble with the Curve Gus Lobel (Clint Eastwood) has been one of the best
scouts in baseball for decades, but, despite his efforts to hide it, age is
starting to catch up with him. Nevertheless, Gus - who can tell a pitch just by
the crack of the bat - refuses to be benched for what may be the final
innings of his career. He may not have a choice. The front office of the
Atlanta Braves is starting to question his judgment, especially with the
country's hottest batting phenom on deck for the draft. The one person who
might be able to help is also the one person Gus would never ask: his
daughter, Mickey (Amy Adams), an associate at a high-powered Atlanta law
firm whose drive and ambition has put her on the fast track to becoming
partner. Against her better judgment, and over Gus's objections, Mickey
joins him on his latest scouting trip to North Carolina, jeopardizing her own
career to save his. Warner
Finding Nemo Sea it like never before! For the first time ever, through the
magic of Blu-ray, fully immerse yourself in the stunning underwater world of
Disney/Pixar's Finding Nemo! From the creators of Toy Story and Monsters,
Inc., this critically acclaimed and heartwarming tale splashes off the screen
with brilliant digital picture, high definition sound and breathtaking bonus
features that transport you beyond your imagination. In the depths of the
Great Barrier Reef, Marlin (Albert Brooks), an overly protective clownfish,
embarks on a daring rescue mission when his beloved son, Nemo, gets
scooped up by a diver. With his unforgettable friend Dory (Ellen DeGeneres)
by his side, Marlin encounters an ocean full of memorable comedic
characters on his momentous journey to find Nemo. Disney
Total Recall Welcome to Rekall, the company that can turn your dreams into
real memories. For a factory worker named Douglas Quaid (Colin Farrell),
even though he's got a beautiful wife (Kate Beckinsale) who he loves, the
mind-trip sounds like the perfect vacation from his frustrating life - real
memories of life as a super-spy might be just what he needs. But when the
procedure goes horribly wrong, Quaid becomes a hunted man. Finding
himself on the run from the police - controlled by Chancellor Cohaagen
(Bryan Cranston), the leader of the free world - Quaid teams up with a rebel
fighter (Jessica Biel) to find the head of the underground resistance (Bill
Nighy) and stop Cohaagen. The line between fantasy and reality gets
blurred and the fate of his world hangs in the balance as Quaid discovers his
true identity, his true love, and his true fate. Sony
Premium Rush Dodging speeding cars, crazed cabbies and eight million
cranky pedestrians is all in a day's work for Wilee, the best of New York's
agile and aggressive bicycle messengers. It takes a special breed to ride the
fixie - super lightweight, single-gear bikes with no brakes and riders who are
equal part skilled cyclists and nutcases who risk becoming a smear on the
pavement every time they head into traffic. But a guy who's used to putting
his life on the line is about to get more than even he is used to when his last
envelope of the day - a routine "premium rush" run - turns into a life or
death chase through the streets of Manhattan. Also starring Michael
Shannon, Dania Ramirez and Jamie Chung. Sony
Hope Springs Kay (Meryl Streep) and Arnold (Tommy Lee Jones) are a
devoted couple, but decades of marriage have left Kay wanting to spice
things up and reconnect with her husband. When she hears of a renowned
couple's specialist (Steve Carell) in the small town of Great Hope Springs, she
attempts to persuade her skeptical husband, a steadfast man of routine, to
get on a plane for a week of marriage therapy. Just convincing the stubborn
Arnold to go on the retreat is hard enough - the real challenge for both of
them comes as they try to re-ignite the spark that caused them to fall for
each other in the first place. Sony
World Without End England is on the brink of a devastating war with France
that will last over a hundred years. A terrible plague which will wipe out a
third of Europe's population before it is done, is spreading. Caris, a visionary
young woman, struggles to rise above the suffering and oppression in order
to lead her people out of the Dark Ages. With her lover Merthin, she builds a
community in Kingsbridge that stands up to the church and the crown.
Together, they unearth a dangerous secret and must fight to save their town
from ruin, ultimately ushering in a new era of freedom, innovation and
enlightenment. Sony
The Good Doctor Martin Blake (Orlando Bloom) is an ambitious but anxious
young doctor, eager to impress his superiors and colleagues. But things are
not going Martin's way and he can't seem to shake off his insecurities. When
18-year-old patient Diane (Riley Keough) is admitted for a kidney infection,
Martin steps in, getting the much-needed boost of self-esteem he craves.
But things take a dark turn as his enthusiasm begins to become an
obsession. Magnolia
House of Lies Season One House Of Lies is a scathing, Corporate
America-skewering comedy about a self-loathing management consultant
from a top tier firm who is never above using any means (or anyone)
necessary to get his way with and for his clients. Showtime
Hawaii Five-O - Season 2 New crimes, new criminals and new corruption
confront the elite federalized task force known as Hawaii Five-O in the
action-packed series featuring the rugged enforcement team whose
mission is to wipe out the crime that washes up on the islands'
sun-drenched beaches. Season Two starts with a stunner - Detective Steve
McGarrett finds himself behind bars, accused of murdering the Governor.
The action accelerates with new leads in the killing of McGarrett's father.
And things go from hot to explosive in cases that include Kono (Grace Park)
being suspended from the force, the arrest of Chin Ho (Daniel Dae Kim) at
the Russian consulate, and the kidnapping of Danno's (Scott Caan) young
daughter in a bizarre revenge plot. Join the Five-O team for all 23 episodes
of high-velocity, crime-busting action! Paramount/CBS
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Resident Evil: Retribution Awakening in a top-secret Umbrella facility as the
T-virus threatens to wipe out the last remnants of humanity, Alice (Milla
Jovovich) must battle her way through virtual simulations in order to break
out of the complex and save the Earth in this fifth Resident Evil film. While
the apocalyptic plague rages above ground, below the surface lies a massive
base powered the evil supercomputer, the Red Queen, who will stop at
nothing to contain humanity's only biologically-enhanced hope that is Alice.
While factions in the Umbrella Corporation strive to help Alice escape, the
Red Queen unleashes zombies, monsters, and clones of her ex-comrades to
stop her. Only when Alice stumbles across a young girl who's been bred to
think that she is her mother does the two-fisted heroine find a new reason
to live. Sienna Guillory, Michelle Rodriguez, and Kevin Durand co-star. Sony
The Big Bang Theory Season 5 The geniuses of The Big Bang Theory get
thrown for a bell curve in all 24 episodes of the phenomenally funny fifth
season of the hit show. In "TV's top-rated comedy" (New York Post), Penny
and Leonard's relationship is relaunched in full "Beta Test" mode, while
Sheldon, Howard and Raj discover the feminine mystique is something that
cannot be easily graphed or calculated. As Sheldon makes begrudging
amendments to his "Relationship Agreement" with his "friend-who-happens
to-be-a-girl" Amy Farrah Fowler, Raj contemplates an arranged marriage, and
Howard is all-systems-go for both his NASA space launch and wedding to
the spirited Bernadette. Warner
The Lucky One An Iraq War veteran searches for the woman from a
mysterious photo that he credits with saving his life during three tours of
duty in this romantic drama adapted from the book by Nicholas Sparks. U.S.
Marine sergeant Logan Thibault (Zac Efron) was serving his country
overseas when he happened across a discarded photo of a beautiful woman.
An inscription on the back read "Keep Safe," yet the photo revealed no clues
about either the subject or her whereabouts. Upon returning home to
civilian life, Logan conducts his own research and discovers that the
woman's name is Beth (Taylor Schilling) and that she cares for dogs at a
small-town kennel. Before long, Logan manages to get a job at the kennel,
and sets his sights on winning Beth's heart. But it won't be easy because
Beth's past experiences have made her wary of relationships. Meanwhile, as
Logan works to earn Beth's trust, a dark secret from her past threatens to
derail his hope for a happy future together. Warner
Drinking Made Easy Season 2 Join the "Indiana Jones of drinking," Zane
Lamprey, with his buddies Steve McKenna and Pleepleus as they tour the
U.S. looking for the best drinks, drinkers, and watering holes. Each week
Zane and Steve visit a new city and explore its history, nightlife, and the local
drinking culture. They are on a mission to show what libations and drinking
lifestyles this fine nation has to offer and, of course, to make drinking easy!
Magnolia
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Dog Days Everybody's favorite wimp, Greg Heffley
(Zachary Gordon), is back for three times the fun in the latest film based on
the super-popular book series! When Greg's dad (Steve Zahn) threatens to
send him to military school if he doesn't stay out of trouble, Greg finds
all-new ways to land himself in the doghouse! For starters, Greg's in over his
head when he pretends to work at the swanky country club where Rowley's
family has a membership. Things don't go much better on a father-son
camping trip with the Wilderness Explorers, and then there's the Heffley's
new dog, Sweetie, who fetches even more trouble for Greg in this hilarious
family film! Fox
Christmas With Danny Kaye This collection brings together 2 memorable
Christmas episodes of the Emmy winning, top-rated CBS variety show, The
Danny Kaye Show. Featuring Nat King Cole’s iconic performance “The
Christmas Song” (aka “Chestnuts Roasting on an Open Fire”) , duets with
Danny Kaye and Peggy Lee and “Jingle Bell Rock” by a young Wayne
Newton. Inception
Gummibar: The Yummy Gummy Search for Santa When Santa vanishes on
Christmas Eve, Gummibar and his band of wacky misfit friends shake their
booties from the North Pole to the tropics on a madcap search. But when
they discover Santa was abducted by a dance-crazed alien, the fate of
Christmas morning rests in the hands - and feet - of our lovable green
gummy bear! Featuring the #1 hit "I Am A Gummy Bear (The Gummybear
Song)," two holiday-themed songs and other Gummibar hits, saving
Christmas has never been this much fun! Lionsgate
Triad Wars In the midst of a violent gang war one powerful triad leader is
faced with losing a grip on his power. As his empire slowly crumbles and his
trust of those closest to him dwindles violence escalates as the triad starts
clashing with other triads among the Hong Kong community. Face with his
only option he'll resort to violent ways to regain his status and reclaim the
respect of his triad. Lionsgate
Madea's Witness Protection When a clueless Wall Street CFO gets made the
fall guy for the mafia Ponzi scheme, he becomes a government witness and
a moving target. But with a little financial encouragement, Madea agrees to
turn her home into a safe house only to discover the CFO's crazy family has
bigger problems than the mob. So Madea goes undercover and over the top
as a wealthy socialite in New York to get the money back, the family out, and
a little something extra for her trouble. Lionsgate
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Lego Ninjago Master of Spinjitzu Season One Join a new team to save the
world in Season One of Lego Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu. Ninja heroes Kai,
Jay, Zane and Cole take on Lloyd Garmadon, the son of their archenemy,
who has released sinister snake tribes in his attempt to conquer the land of
Ninjago. But Garmadon's evil plan goes awry when he loses control and
becomes a prisoner to the snakes. In an unlikely twist of fate, he joins forces
with the ninja to stop an enemy prophesied to cast their land into eternal
darkness. According to ancient legend, one ninja will rise above the rest and
become the Green Ninja - but who? Join their kid-friendly battle to save the
future in all 13 action-packed Season One episodes of Lego Ninjago: Masters
of Spinjitzu. Warner
The Day A small band of friends make an uneasy alliance with a mysterious
lone wolf in this blend of horror and adventure. An unnamed catastrophe
has turned the Earth into a wasteland, and as packs of feral cannibals
wander the countryside, a dwindling number of survivors struggle to stay
alive. Rick (Dominic Monaghan), Adam (Shawn Ashmore), Henson (Cory
Hardrict), and Shannon (Shannyn Sossamon) have been journeying together
for months and are the last living members of a much larger group. Mary
(Ashley Bell) is a solitary woman who crossed paths with the survivors and is
now traveling with them. She isn't interested in discussing her past or
becoming friends, but the others learn she's a powerful ally in a fight. The
travelers take shelter in a house, but are soon surrounded by cannibals; they
quickly realize just how strong a warrior Mary can be, while also discovering
the terrible truth that led her to wander alone. Anchor Bay
Casa de Mi Padre From the gringos who brought you Anchorman: The
Legend of Ron Burgundy comes the slapstick action comedy, Casa De Mi
Padre. Will Ferrell plays a simple Mexican who is proud to work on his
father's ranch. But when the ranch is threatened by a dangerous drug lord,
he must protect what he cares for the most. Lionsgate
Mysteria Once celebrated, Aleister Bain is now a washed-up,
whiskey-soaked Hollywood screenwriter. Secluded in a sleazy hotel, he's
desperately struggling to finish a script-with no success. But in this
noir-esque thriller, truth is stranger than fiction and the chain-smoking Bain
abruptly finds himself at the center of an investigation into the murder of a
prominent politician's wife. Even as he is relentlessly pursued by hard-nosed
police investigators, events inspire him and he begins producing his best
work in years... until it all spirals out of control. As the officers' suspicions
continue to grow - and another woman turns up dead - Bain must unravel
the mystery of who's framing him - before he becomes the finale of his own
who-dunnit. Green Apple
Footnote Is the tale of a great rivalry between a father and son, two
eccentric professors, who have both dedicated their lives to work in
Talmudic Studies. The father, Eliezer, is a stubborn purist who fears the
establishment and has never been recognized for his work. His son, Uriel, is
an up-and-coming star in the field, who appears to feed on accolades,
endlessly seeking recognition. Then one day, the tables turn. When Eliezer
learns that he is to be awarded the Israel Prize, the most valuable honor for
scholarship in the country, his vanity and desperate need for validation are
exposed. His son, Uriel, is thrilled to see his father's achievements finally
recognized but, in a darkly funny twist, is forced to choose between the
advancement of his own career and his father's. Will he sabotage his father's
glory? Sony
Margaret After witnessing a fatal bus crash, a young woman believes she
inadvertently played a part in the tragedy. As she tries to deal with her
feelings, she becomes emotionally abusive to those around her and to
herself. Fox
Touched by an Angel Season 5 Saving Lives. Saving Souls. In Touched By An
Angel: Season Five, the miracles just keep coming. Stars Roma Downey, Della
Reese and John Dye continue their powerful journey to share messages of
help and hope to those facing life's biggest challenges. Some have lost
loved ones, other have lost faith, but all have found the one thing they need
most to keep moving forward... angels on Earth. For the first time on DVD,
this season of the highly acclaimed series brings inspiration and restoration
on 7 discs containing all 27 episodes. Whether or not you believe in a higher
power, great drama is good for the soul. Paramount/CBS
The Flowers of War The dangerous streets of Nanjing throw together a
group of opposites - a flock of shell-shocked schoolchildren, a dozen
seductive courtesans, and a renegade American (Academy Award® winner
Christian Bale, The Fighter, The Dark Knight) posing as a priest to save his
own skin, or so he thinks - all seeking safety behind a walled cathedral.
Trapped by marauding soldiers, over the next few days the prejudices and
divides between them will fall away as they unite around a last-ditch plan to
protect the children from impending catastrophe. Lionsgate
The Glades Season 2 Matt Passmore is back as Jim Longworth - a Chicago
detective who relocates to South Florida - in the compelling and wryly
humorous second season of The Glades. When he's not hitting the links,
Longworth is haunted by old ghosts, facing an intriguing caseload of
baffling homicides. Amid mobsters, NASCAR drivers, bootleggers, and
sideshow freaks, everyone is a suspect. Meanwhile, Jim and Callie's fledgling
relationship is threatened when her husband is released from prison and an
old flame reappears. And Jim will need a lot more than good looks and
devilish charm when a final standoff leaves Callie's life in jeopardy. Fox
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My Way It wasn't life they couldn't give up, but hope. Jun-shik (Jang Donggun) is a young Korean man who dreams of becoming the next Sohn
Kee-chung, the Korean gold medalist marathoner. Tatsuo (Joe Odagiri) is
Japan's top marathoner. Sharing a strong sense of competition in childhood,
Jun-shik and Tatsuo grow up to be the greatest of national rivals.A year after
an unexpected incident sees Jun-shik impressed into Japanese military
service, destiny reunites him with Tatsuo, now a colonel in the Japanese
army. Thrown into the maelstrom of World War II, Jun-shik and Tatsuo wear
the uniforms of Japan, the Soviet Union, and even Germany before finally
arriving in Normandy, France. As they survive endless, unpredictable battles,
they slowly transform into each other's greatest hope. A Korean man and
Japanese man meet as enemies, but become each other's hope. And a
drama of true humanity that transcends borders and nationality unfolds.
Well Go USA
Melrose Place Final Season Vol. 1 & 2 Josie Bissett, Thomas Calabro, Rob
Estes, Jamie Luner, John Haymes Newton, Kelly Rutherford, Jack Wagner and
Heather Locklear are back for a final, shocking seventh season of television's
most guilty pleasure. Volume One contains 18 steamy episodes packed with
heroes, villains, short skirts, tall drinks, and countless scandals. Get ready to
say goodbye to the pop culture phenomenon from executive producer
Aaron Spelling and creator Darren Star. Melrose Place: There's no place
hotter! They've been through hell and back - many times - but nothing will
prepare the residents of Melrose Place for what lies ahead in 17 of their
fittingly scandalous final episodes from Season 7, Volume 2. Rules will be
broken, relationships will be formed, and more than one couple will find
themselves on the road to matrimony. And even as the ownership of the
infamous apartment building changes hands, the scandals, secrets, and
business shake-ups will continue to make life as unpredictable as ever for
these L.A. residents. Be there for every juicy episode as the Aaron Spelling
phenomenon comes to a sexy and sensational conclusion! Paramount/CBS
Gunsmoke 6th Season Matt Dillon (James Arness) is in charge of Dodge
City, a town in the Wild West where people often have no respect for the law.
He deals on a daily basis with the problems associated with frontier life:
cattle rustling, gunfights, brawls, standover tactics, and land fraud. Such
situations call for sound judgment and brave actions: of which Marshal
Dillon has plenty. This collection serves up nineteen episodes from the
sixth-season of the long-running TV western Gunsmoke, the legendary
series that starred James Arness as a U.S. Marshall trying to keep his portion
of Kansas free from rustlers and criminals. Paramount/CBS
Vegas Season 3, Volume 2 Robert Urich is back and tougher than ever in the
final installment of Vega$: The Third Season - Volume 2. Urich stars as Dan
Tanna, a handsome and charismatic private eye in what is undoubtedly one
of the greatest crime-thrillers to emerge from the 1970s and '80s. Also
returning for the final installment are fan favorites: Bobby 'Binzer' Borsco
(Bart Braverman), Beatrice Travis (Phyllis Davis), Lt. David Nelson (Greg
Morris) and Phillip Roth (Tony Curtis). Between chasing down criminals and
being surrounded by beautiful women, Dan Tanna drives around Sin City in
his iconic 1957 Ford Thunderbird, solving private cases and working to
protect the people of Las Vegas by keeping crime out of the Desert Inn
Hotel & Country Club and off The Strip. Vega$ is a series that's as hypnotic as
the city's flashing lights, features mystery, action and suspense, and is easily
one of the most endearing to ever appear on television. Paramount/CBS
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Season 10 Leonardo, Donatello, Raphael and
Michelangelo are back in the classic final season that pits turtles from the
past and present against the evil Lord Dregg and his minions. Determined to
enslave mankind, Dregg will stop at nothing to win - causing a piece of the
sun to crash into Earth, opening a giant portal to pull the planet into
Dimension X, and even draining the life energy from the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles! Carter soon realizes that the only way to defeat Dregg, Krang
and Shredder is to bring the Turtles' past selves to the present - double the
Turtle power! But will they make it in time before Dregg's invasion is
complete? Featuring time-warping serious Turtle muscle, season 10 is a
totally tubular finale! Lionsgate

